
Year Group: Nursery 
Date: Wednesday 24/06/2020 

Subject Our focus  Activity 
CL 

Reading 

 

I can join in 
with 
favourite 
songs 

Click on the link underneath today’s home learning page.  

Sing the song ‘Old McDonald had an ocean’ 

Learn the different words to the song and make your own 
actions.  

How does the shark, crab, whale, octopus and fish move?   

Mathematic
s 

I can make 
marks to 
represent 
numbers 

Go on a walk and collect lots of natural objects. Use them to 
make numbers.  

 

UTW 

EAD 

 

I can choose 
the materials 
I need to 
create things 

Under water art fun- for Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday 

Create different sea creatures using different materials 
around your home and different mark making tools like 
colouring pencils, paint etc. Look below for some ideas.  

WEEKLY 

TASK 

PSED & PD 

I can tell 

grown-ups 

what I need 

Getting ready for school 
Encourage your child to talk about what they need help 
with, if they find it hard give them a choice of two e.g. 
Would you like help to put your socks on trousers? That way 
they hear the language from you. Also continue to support 
them to say ‘Please’ and ‘Thank you’. This will be good 
practise to use throughout their school day e.g. dinner hall 
with dinner supervisors.  
Cosmic Yoga – Under the sea  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qC83oFEeVZA 

You can send up to 2 pictures to show me what you got up to.  
Please send it to the email address – nursery@princeofwales.enfield.sch.uk 

Looking forward to seeing what you have been doing. 😊  
Remember to send an email to me every day from your school account. This is so you can 
let me know you have been learning at home. Don’t forget to write your name at the 
bottom of the email. Keep safe everyone and have fun!  
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Under the sea art work 
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